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ABSTRACT: Magneto-electric (M-E) response at the molecular
level arises from the interaction of matter with the electric and
magnetic fields of light, and can manifest itself as nonlinear M-E
magnetization (MNL) or M-E rectification (PNL). However, there
is presently a limited understanding of how molecular material
properties impact M-E response. Here we investigate the
relationship between M-E nonlinear coefficients and the third-
order electric susceptibility, χ(3), finding that MNL is proportional
to χxxxx

(3) while PNL scales with χzzxx
(3) due to a cascaded nonlinearity.

By applying a sum-over-states (SOS) expression for the elements
of χ(3) to valence-bond charge-transfer (VB-CT) models, we
formulate practical guidelines for the design of materials expected
to exhibit enhanced M-E properties. On this basis, we predict that many conventional nonlinear optical chromophores with large
values of χxxxx

(3) may be suitable for generating optical magnetism at low intensities. In the case of M-E rectification, analysis of Λ-
shaped, X-shaped, and octupolar VB-CT models suggests that their molecular structures can be tuned to enhance the response by
maximizing χzzxx

(3) . In particular, octupolar molecules with a predominantly CT character ground state and Λ-shaped
chromophores with weakly conjugated bridges between donor and acceptor moieties should promote off-diagonal nonlinearity
and M-E rectification.

1. INTRODUCTION

A multitude of useful phenomena arise from the interaction of
matter with intense light fields. Those resulting from the electric
field component of the light are the subject of conventional
nonlinear optics (NLO), have been studied for several decades,
and find application in a myriad of photonics technologies.1−9

However, dynamic magnetic interactions are also possible, and
can give rise to unique properties such as negative permeability,10

negative refraction,11 and the prospects of completely new
phenomena or capabilities, including cloaking and super
lensing.12−16 Thus far, magnetic interactions have only been
demonstrated in specialized photonic nanostructures and
ultrahigh energy systems.17 In unstructured materials, it has
long been presumed that the strength of magnetic interactions is
unavoidably weak, so that the possibility of nonlinear magneto-
electric interactions has gone unexplored. It was only recently
that the dynamic magneto-electric (M-E) effects previously
neglected in the common description of polarization were shown
to be surprisingly strong in dielectric liquids and crystalline
solids.18,19

DynamicM-E effects (Figure 1) can manifest as magnetization
My(ω) or rectification Pz(0), both of which have exciting
potential applications. Of particular interest here is the possibility

of converting light to electricity via M-E rectification, in a
capacitive manner that avoids the fundamental limitations of
conventional photovoltaic (PV) technologies and substantially
circumvents the cogeneration of heat.20 Furthermore, optical
magnetization may enable the generation of internal magnetic
fields useful for extending the distance over which carrier spin
orientation is preserved in spintronic circuitry, or enable ultrafast
reading and writing of magnetic memories, or induce negative
permeability in natural dielectric materials.21 The generation of
strong, high frequency magnetic fields has been challenging
historically,10 so any advances in magnetism at optical
frequencies are likely to afford unforeseen applications.
Polarization contributions from the M-E susceptibility (χME)

can be described classically by considering the combined forces
of electric and magnetic fields, Ex(ω) and Hy(ω), exerted on a
bound electron by light propagating along the z-axis (Figure 1).
The induced motion can be understood as follows: (1) Ex(ω)
initiates electronic motion and displacement parallel to the
electric field; (2) the orthogonal Hy(ω) field imparts a Lorentz
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force that deflects the motion in the direction of propagation (z-
axis); (3) As a result, an electron initially at rest is induced to
follow an arc-like trajectory in the xz plane, producing three M-E
nonlinearities: magnetization My(ω), rectification Pz(0), and
second harmonic generation Pz(2ω). These three magneto-
electric moments thus arise from a 2-step (2-photon) high-field
process in which the electric field interaction takes place first, and
the magnetic field interaction is second, making them propor-
tional to the electric dipole transition moment.21 The discovery
of these M-E effects calls for a more complete description of
nonlinear response that includes second- and third-order M-E
contributions (χME

(2) and χME
(3)), as well as conventional first (χ(1)),

second (χ(2)), and third-order (χ(3)) all-electric terms in eqs 1 and
2.
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The details of the quantum theoretical and classical description,
as well as numerical simulations of M-E nonlinearity in model
systems have been reported in the literature,19,22,23 and M-E
magnetization has been observed experimentally as magnetic
dipole (MD) scattering in dielectric liquids, crystals, and
glasses.24 Recent investigations23,24 have shown that the strength
of induced magnetic scattering depends on the details of the

molecular structure, notably the moment of inertia in the case of
small molecules in liquids. However, to date, few tools have been
available to understand structure−property relationships in M-E
materials at the molecular level, and to direct the development of
materials with enhanced M-E coefficients for rectification and
magnetization. In this contribution, we derive and exploit new
relationships between the M-E coefficients for rectification and
magnetization and elements of the third-order susceptibility χ(3)

in order to develop useful design criteria. For example, the static
polarization created within centrosymmetric materials by M-E
rectification is shown to mediate a cascaded nonlinearity
combining rectification and an induced electro-optic response
that yields nonlinear refraction (see Supporting Information). An
equivalence is established between the M-E coefficient for
rectification and the off-diagonal element χzzxx

(3) of the third-order
susceptibility tensor. A similar equivalence is found between the
M-E coefficient for magnetization and the diagonal element χzzxx

(3) .
These results permit us to employ empirical information and
theoretical analysis of structure−function relationships in χ(3)

materials to predict the performance of magneto-electric
materials at the molecular level.
In contrast to the scarcity of studies of M-E material response

at the molecular level, the design of materials with large χ(3)

values has been an area of intense interest for several decades, and
is now a relatively mature field in terms of understanding
structure−property relationships.25 Therefore, establishing a link
between magneto-electric and well-studied third-order suscepti-
bilities is highly desirable. To make an explicit connection with
chemical models, we begin by recognizing that the macroscopic
NLO susceptibility χ(3) of bulk materials reflects the microscopic
second hyperpolarizability γ of their molecular constituents.

χ ω ω ω ω ω γ ω ω ω ω− − = − −NL( ; , , ) ( ) ( ; , , )(3) 4
(3)

In eq 3,26N is the number density of chromophores and L4(ω) is
the Lorentz local-field factor for a third-order process. In the past,
design of high performance NLO chromophores (Figure 2)
relied on qualitative but pragmatic structure−property relation-
ships, such as the chemically intuitive sum-over-states (SOS)
expression.27−30 The commonly used three-state version of the
SOS expression for the diagonal element γxxxx of the second
hyperpolarizability is given by eq 4.31−33
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Here, μij is the transition dipole moment between states i and j,
Δμij is the difference between the state dipole moments μi and μj,
and Eij is the transition energy. Several well-known approaches to
increase γxxxx stem from this model, such as bond length
alternation (BLA), judicious choice of donor and acceptor
moieties, disrupted conjugation, or a combination of these
approaches.27,29,30,34−37

In this work, we focus on heuristic valence-bond charge-
transfer (VB-CT) models to provide a broadly applicable
approach to enhancing specific elements of χ(3). VB-CT
models38−43 provide a physical description of molecular
electronic structure based on the relative contributions of VB
and CT resonances to the ground state, and are particularly well-
suited to capture the most salient features of molecular NLO
response. Previously, the SOS based analysis of dipolar, Λ-
shaped, octupolar, and tetrahedral push−pull VB-CT models
afforded an improved understanding of lower order polarization
in such molecules. The same models can be used to understand

Figure 1. Classical depiction of M-E polarization with light propagating
from right to left: (1) E-field only initiates motion in the x direction, (2)
Lorentz force and parametric enhancement causes displacement along z,
and (3) final arc-like trajectory produces magnetization in the y
direction. Dashed lines depict electron motion and displacement; the
labeled arrows are components of polarization and magnetization. The
dotted red outlined circle indicates the starting position of the bound
electron.
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third-order polarization.40−43 In order to create design rules for
enhanced M-E rectification or magnetization, we therefore draw
on the predictions of a simplified SOS expression applied to VB-
CT models for the second hyperpolarizability, γ, after establish-
ing a link between the M-E susceptibilities of main interest here,
χME
(2) ≡ χ(eme) and χME

(3) ≡ χ(meme), and elements of the all-electric
third-order susceptibility χ(3).

2. THEORETICAL LINKS BETWEEN SECOND-ORDER
AND THIRD-ORDER NONLINEAR OPTICAL
SUSCEPTIBILITIES

In this section, we establish an explicit connection between
magneto-electric coefficients for PNL, MNL and individual
elements of the all-electric susceptibility χ(3). The constitutive
relations for the two magneto-electric (M-E) processes of
interest are first expressed in terms of equivalent electric fields.
They are then compared with expressions for all-electric four-
wavemixing polarizations driven by the same input fields. Finally,
correspondences are identified between the various coefficients.
In this section, we summarize the results for both M-E
rectification and magnetization that are analyzed in complete
detail in the Supporting Information (SI).
Unlike the polarizations of conventional nonlinear optics that

only take electric field components into account, the moments
described by constitutive relations of M-E processes contain
magnetic fields. For these processes to be compared with all-
electric nonlinearities, their fields must be converted to
equivalent electric fields in accordance with Maxwell’s equations.
For x-polarized light propagating along the z-axis the transverse
components are found from Faraday’s law to be related by

η* = − *H E /y x 0 (5)

where η0 is the electromagnetic impedance. This relation is
therefore used throughout the present work to convert the

moments encountered in M-E rectification and M-E magnet-
ization to equivalent, all-electric expressions.
We begin by clarifying notation and the order of the two main

susceptibilities on which this analysis focuses. The susceptibility
governing ME rectification mediates a second-order polarization

χ= *P c H E(1/ )NL
eme( )

(6)

as given in eq 1. The coefficient χ(eme) has superscripts that specify
the electric (e) or magnetic (m) character of the fields involved in
the nonlinearity, ordered from right to left in sequence. Thus,
eme specifies an electric field followed by a magnetic field,
ultimately producing an electric polarization. The second-order
induced magnetization MNL has a similar form eq 7.

χ= *M H ENL
mme( )

(7)

However, the tensor element χ(mme) for radiative magnetization
vanishes in centrosymmetric media when conventional symme-
try analysis is applied and is small even when dynamic symmetry-
breaking22 is taken into account (see Supporting Information).
Classically, the largest nonvanishing contribution to transverse
(radiative) magnetization at the optical frequency is therefore of
higher order, namely

χ= *M EH ENL
meme( )

(8)

In eqs 6 and 8, magneto-electric responses, PNL and MNL, are
driven jointly by the electric field E and the magnetic field H of
light,22,44,45 but their frequencies differ since the former is
second-order while the latter is third-order. PNL is obtained by
combining field components E andH* at frequencies ω and −ω
respectively to form a static field.M on the other hand oscillates
at the optical frequency ω, since it results from the combination
of three optical frequencies (ω = ω − ω + ω).
Introducing equivalent fields as prescribed by eq 5, the

amplitude of M-E rectification becomes

ε χ= − *P E Ez zyx
eme

x x
(2)

0
( )

(9)

The indices on the susceptibility tensor refer to the original
orientation of the fields, not the equivalent fields, because this
element is determined by the actual input field directions rather
than their equivalents. Also, there is no Einstein convention
regarding repeated indices once index assignments have been
made. Cascaded M-E rectification with induced electro-optic
response (see the Supporting Information) results in the third-
order polarization
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For third-order M-E magnetization, eq 8 immediately leads to
the equivalent expression

χ η= − *M E E E( / )y yxyx
meme

x x x
(3) ( )

0 (11)

To make a comparison between magneto-electric rectification or
magnetization and all-electric nonlinear polarizations, it is just as
important to convert the left-hand sides of the constitutive
relations to polar vector fields as the right sides. While this is
already the case in eq 10, it is not true in eq 11, where the left-
hand side is an axial vector. Hence the magnetization must also
be converted to an equivalent electric field consistent with
Maxwell’s equations. An argument based on Ampere’s law is used

Figure 2. Known high-performance third-order NLO chromophores.
Hybrid cyanine-twisted π-system (TICT) chromophore, Cy-3; TICT
chromophore, PMe3TC6(CN)2; cross-conjugated chromophore,
DDMEBT; high performance cyanine chromophore, Se-8, are
representative materials that emerged by applying a “designer” approach
to enhancing NLO response.
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in the Supporting Information to show that My = −cPx (see eqs
S20−S23). Substitution of this into eq 11 yields a satisfactory all-
electric equivalent expression for third-order magnetization,
which is

ω ε χ ω ω ω= * −P E E E( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x yxyx
meme

x x x
(3)

0
( )

(12)

Finally, by comparing the polarizabilities in eqs 10 and 12 with
four-wave mixing expressions with the same input driving fields,
the key results of this paper may be obtained. Magneto-electric
coefficients χzyx

(eme) and χyzyx
(meme) are found to obey the following

equivalence relations with respect to third-order, all-electric
susceptibility elements.
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The expressions in eqs 13 and 14 establish specific relationships
between M-E susceptibilities and third-order susceptibilities
which are nonzero in all crystal classes. Because of the extensive
prior work on measurement and prediction of third-order
susceptibility elements, including analysis of the relationship
between structure and function at the molecular level, these
connections allow us to formulate guidelines for detailed design
of magneto-electric materials at the molecular level. The
equivalence relations also imply that magneto-electric rectifica-
tion and magnetization are universally allowed in dielectric
materials of arbitrary crystal symmetry.

3. DESIGNING MOLECULAR MATERIALS TO ENHANCE
MAGNETIZATION, MNL

Given eq 14, we may develop design criteria for enhanced M-E
magnetization based on the objective of maximizing the diagonal
third-order tensor component χxxxx

(3) (or the second hyper-
polarizability element γxxxx). Serendipitously, γxxxx governs the
response of the vast majority of third-order NLO chromophores,
which are essentially one-dimensional in nature (Figure 2), and
derive their nonlinearities from low-energy excitations within a π-
conjugated backbone.46,47 A great deal of experimental effort has
been directed to optimizing γxxxx over the past few decades, so we
may immediately conclude that based on the equivalence relations
developed in Section 2, those molecules which exhibit large diagonal
third-order nonlinearities are likely to have a large M−E
magnetization coef f icient.

4. DESIGNING MOLECULAR MATERIALS TO ENHANCE
POLARIZATION, PNL

The relationship between M-E rectification and off-diagonal
third-order tensor components χzzxx

(3) (or γzzxx), shown in eq 13, is
more challenging to exploit for material design. Historically, far
less attention has been paid to the off-diagonal elements of γ, as
they have no special significance in conventional NLO. To
identify promising classes of molecules, we first draw upon
literature concerning the lower order polarization, β. Although it
is well-known that the specific requirements for enhanced γxxxx
and βxxx are different, the general prerequisites for large βxxz and
βzxx are similar to those for γzzxx.

48,49 Both require transition and/
or state dipole moments along two axes, and therefore a two-
dimensional molecular structure. Thus, we select X-shaped, Λ-
shaped, and octupolar molecules as subjects of investigation,

based on several literature reports of large off-diagonal
hyperpolarizabilities.50−57 Figure 3 shows examples of high

performance and archetypal 2-D chromophores that exhibit the
basic attributes required for large γzzxx. In this section, we identify
some intriguing design guidelines for γzzxx based on the structure
types in Figure 3 by applying a three-state SOS/VB-CT model.

4.1. Three-State SOS Expression and VB-CT Approach.
To identify specific molecular attributes leading to enhanced
γzzxx, we compute γzzxx for Λ-shaped, octupolar, and X-shaped
VB-CT models using a three-state SOS expression. The VB and
CT resonances of these systems are shown in Figure 4. Using

Figure 3. Examples of chromophores exhibiting large off-diagonal
hyperpolarizability. Λ1, X1, X2, O1, O2 are archetypal chromophores;
the remaining structures represent more elaborate extensions. Counter-
ions are omitted for clarity. Key: (A) Λ-shaped;52,53 (B) X-shaped;54
(C) octupolar.50,51

Figure 4. VB and CT contributions to γzzxx in the (A) octupolar, (B)Λ-
shaped, and (C) X-shaped structures used for this analysis.
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these resonances as a basis set we can construct a three-state
Hamiltonian (see eq 15 below) for Λ-shaped and X-shaped
molecules, from which we derive transition moments, excitation
energies, and state dipole moments required to evaluate γzzxx. A
similar four-state Hamiltonian yields the same information for
octupolar molecules. We define EVB and ECT as the energies of the
VB and CT configurations and ΔE = EVB − ECT. T = ⟨CT1|H|
CT2⟩, and t = ⟨VB|H|CT1⟩ = ⟨VB|H|CT2⟩ are the transfer
integrals, which represent the mixing of CT1/CT2 and CT/VB
states, respectively.

=

− −

− −

− −

⎛

⎝
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⎞

⎠

⎟⎟⎟
H
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One key metric in this analysis is the charge transfer character of
the ground state, denoted l, which quantifies the weight of the
CT configuration in the ground state. In literature l is defined as
in eq 16 below, where n + 1 is the order of the Hamiltonian
matrix.40

≡ − Δ − −

Δ − − +
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The relevant transition and state dipole moments for dipolar,
quadrupolar, octupolar, and Λ-shaped VB-CT models are
available in the literature.40−43

In general, three essential states are found to be sufficient in
describing NLO response,33,40,58 so in order to calculate γzzxx, we
consider a three-state expression derived from the full SOS
theory.46,59 This expression is

γ
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As with the three-state model for γxxxx, eq 17 can be organized
into distinct and physically meaningful terms (shown in

brackets) the first three of which are denoted as negative,
dipolar, and two-photon, respectively. Although the detuning
denominators in the resonant SOS expression33 for γ suggest that
M-E susceptibility is frequency-dependent and potentially
resonantly enhanced, we limit our discussion to the static case.

4.2. Λ-Shaped Molecules (Figure 3A). Substitution of the
relevant transition moments,43 state dipole moments, and
energies into eq 17 yields an expression for γzzxx for any Λ-
shaped molecule, as given by eq 18. Valence band and charge
transfer state configurations are illustrated for such molecules in
Figure 4B.

γ μ θ θ= −
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In Figure 5 the values of γzzxx calculated from eq 18 are plotted
versus the CT character of the ground state, in the range 0 < l <

0.5. Other quantities appearing in eq 18 include the half angle θ
between the two CT axes (see Figure 4B) and the magnitude of
the dipole moment μ for the CT configuration. Only two terms
from eq 17 are nonzero, so that γzzxx depends solely on a dipolar
and “triangular” contribution. Because there is no contribution
from the two-photon and negative terms, the present design rules
are more likely to follow those for dipolar chromophores such as
PMe3TC6(CN)2 (Figure 2) rather than chromophores relying
on large transition moments of low-lying excitations as in Se-8
(Figure 2) which derive their nonlinearity primarily from the
negative term.27

With eq 18 in hand, we can investigate the dependence of γzzxx
on l, t, and T (Figure 5). Figure 5A reveals an inverse relationship
between γzzxx and t for all values of l. Broadly speaking, t refers the
ability of the bridge connecting donor and acceptor fragments to
efficiently mix the parent orbitals. In a physical sense, small values
of t indicate a “purer” VB or CT character of the ground state,
meaning that the resulting HOMO closely resembles one of the

Figure 5. Λ-shaped and X-shaped chromophore γzzxx dependence on
parameters l (charge transfer character), t, T. All values of l, t, T are
expressed in eV, and γzxzx is in arbitrary units. (A) Dependence of γzxzx
on t and T for l = 0.01 (orange), 0.1 (green), 0.2 (red), 0.3 (blue). Plots
of l vs γzxzx in arbitrary units: (B) T = 0, t = 0.5 (circles), 1.0 (diamonds),
1.5 (triangles); (C) t = 0.5, T = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5; (D) T = 0.5, t = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5.
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parent orbitals. As such, bridging motifs which result in poor
electronic connectivity between donor and acceptor are likely to
effectively lower t. Some of these are illustrated in Figure 6.

Twisted π-systems (TICT; Figure 2) are well-known to yield
small t values, and to produce HOMOs that closely resemble the
parent donor orbitals.60−62 In TICT molecules, the inefficient
electronic connectivity is evidenced by a weak charge transfer
excitation relative to analogous planar molecules, and as the
torsional angle is increased, the HOMO and LUMO become
increasingly localized, consistent with decreased t.63,64 Very large
second- and third-order NLO response has been predicted and
realized in donor−π−acceptor (D−π−A) chromophores with
disrupted conjugation, including TICT chromophores and spiro-
conjugated molecules.30,65−68 Such observations are further
supported by quantum graph studies of Kuzyk and Lytel, where
they demonstrate that phase disruption can enhance NLO
response.34,69 Therefore, we recognize that the observed
relationship in Figure 5A is consistent with previous
experimental and theoretical work, and that t is a critical factor
in enhancing γ.
At large values of l, γzzxx also exhibits an inverse dependence on

T. While the same strategies can be employed to reduce T, the
use of isolated D−π−A pairs can achieve the same effect. In
structures such as Λ1 (Figure 3A) the shared donor moiety
mediates CT1/CT2 mixing, likely resulting in a large value of T.
However, structures which contain two D−π−A pairs, such as
moleculeΛ2 (Figure 3A), may reasonably be approximated by T
= 0 due to the lack of electronic connectivity.
The general dependence of γzzxx on l varies over a range of T

and t values (Figure 5B−D). When t = 0.5 eV (Figure 5C),
increasing T leads to a slight decrease in the optimal CT
character; when T = 0.5 eV (Figure 5B), increasing t causes a
slight increase in optimal CT character; when T = 0 (Figure 5B),
very large CT character results in the largest γzzxx regardless of the
t value. For the cases shown in Figures 5D and 5C, an intermediate
CT contribution is required for enhancing γzzxx, and in the case of
Figure 5B, structures with predominantly CT character will have the
highest γzzxx for any value of t. The need for intermediate l suggests
that a trade-off between l and t is critical to obtaining the
optimum performance since simply minimizing t would result in
a purely CT or VB ground state, with l = 0 or l = 0.5. With
exception of case 5B, careful manipulation of the bridging moiety
is required to achieve the optimum performance. However, if the
D−π−A pairs can be separated, then simply minimizing t could
prove to be a rewarding approach. Because a large degree of CT
character is desired in this case, it is imperative that the CT state be
lower in energy than the VB state so that it may contribute strongly

to the ground state character. This point is discussed in more
detail in Section 4.4.
The design rules pertaining to the positioning of donor and

acceptor moieties are much more straightforward. By inspection
of eq 18, note that γzzxx increases as θ approaches 45°, although
from a practical standpoint, upward of 75% of the maximum
performance can be achieved within ±15°. Therefore, systems
with sp2 hybridized carbon and meta-substituted six-membered
aromatics (both θ = 60°), ortho-substituted five-membered
heterocycles (θ = 36°), and ortho-substituted six-membered
aromatics (θ = 30°) have the appropriate geometry for a large
response.

4.3. X-Shaped Molecules (Figure 3B). If the charge
transfer between adjacent D−π−A pairs can be neglected
compared to the charge transfer within a pair, the effective
Hamiltonians for X-shaped andΛ-shaped chromophores (Figure
3A, B) are identical, giving rise to the same eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions. This is reasonable in the case ofmeta versus para
CT in arenes55 (see structure X2), although it may not hold for
cases such as structure X1 (Figure 3B), which likely requires a
five-state analysis. Making the usual assumption that ⟨VB|μ̂|CT1⟩
= ⟨VB|μ̂|CT2⟩ = ⟨CT1|μ̂|CT2⟩ = 0, we derive state and transition
dipole moment eqs S27−S32, and substitute them into eq 15 to
obtain eq 19.

γ μ θ ϕ θ ϕ= + +

× −
+ −

+ −
+ −

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

l l
T t l

l l
t T t l

(sin sin ) (cos cos )

2 (1 2 )
(2 1/ 2 )

2 (1 2 )
(2 1/ 2 )

zzxx
4 2 2

2

3

3/2 5/2

2

(19)

In eq 19, θ is the half angle between the two acceptor groups, and
ϕ the half angle between the two donor substituents. Again, the
optimal angle is θ = ϕ = 45°. Ultimately, the analysis at this level
leads to the same results for X- and Λ-shaped chromophores in
terms of dependence on l, T, t, and θ (Figure 5). One particular
difference is the separation of the two CT states; here the
assumption that T is very small is implicit in our model, since the
two D−π−A pairs are taken as noninteracting. In this sense, we
would expect an X-shaped chromophore to be described best by
Figure 5B, and to have the highest performance when l
approaches 1/2, and t is very small.
On the basis of the μ4 term in eq 18, X-shaped chromophores

offer higher potential γzzxx than Λ-shaped analogues due to the
enhanced CT dipole moments arising from additional donor or
acceptor groups. Furthermore, there is reason to expect that X-
shaped chromophores will provide large γzzxx values judging from
literature reports on two-dimensional tetraethynylenthenes
(TEE). Such molecules demonstrate large γ, and although the
contribution of specific tensor elements has not yet reported, the
two-dimensional arrangement of donor and acceptor moieties is
well-situated for off-diagonal response.70−72

4.4. Octupolar Molecules (Figure 3C). The relevant
transition moments and energies for octupolar molecules were
derived by Cho et al.,41,42 and utilized for a brief investigation of
γzzxx.

41 Here, we investigate this model more explicitly,
particularly in terms of t and l in order to create more general
guidelines. Because the relevant transition and state dipole
moments all have x and z components, all terms in eq 17
contribute to γzzxx for octupolar molecules. The expression
reduces to

Figure 6. Bridging motifs exhibiting poor or disrupted conjugation: (A)
spatial separation; (B) torsion enforced by structural connectivity; (C,
D) torsion enforced by steric repulsion.
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In eq 20 the magnitudes of t and T have little impact on the
overall behavior of γzzxx with respect to l. Across a broad range of t
and T, the maximum value of γzzxx occurs at l =

1/3. The design
parameters are then straightforward; increasing CT character
while lowering t and T is clearly the key to higher performance
(Figure 7). Thus, it may be useful to employ a segmented or

multiple donor/acceptor paradigm to reduce T; for example,
moving from O3 to O2 (Figure 3C) allows a degree of isolation
between CT states. Similar to the Λ-shaped and X-shaped cases,
γzzxx exhibits an inverse dependence on t (Figure 7A). Therefore,
the same disrupted conjugation pathways suggested in Section
4.2 should apply to octupolar structures as well. However, in this
case there is no trade-off between l and t, so t can simply be
minimized. Finally, the strong CT character of the ground state,
in the absence of significant VB/CTmixing, requires that the CT
resonance be lower in energy than the VB resonance. Such
structures with high CT character are known in the literature and
can be readily identified by their strong, negative solvatochrom-
ism.73 In these cases, the CT state may be stabilized by
aromaticity, inductive effects, charge delocalization, or inter-
actions with the chromophore environment.74−78 Another
approach is to destabilize the VB resonance by introducing
geometric constraints.65,66,79

4.5. VB-CT Conclusions. SOS based analysis of the VB-CT
models discussed here provides intriguing molecular structure-
based design criteria for optimizing molecular M-E polarization.
Specifically,

(i) For each structure type, γzzxx is proportional to μ4, so
inclusion of strong donor and acceptor moieties, and
extension of the CT spatial length will be beneficial insofar
as it does not negatively impact VB/CT mixing.46,80−83

(ii) A brief inspection of θ and ϕ reveals the optimal geometry
for off-diagonal response is accessible through common
organic molecular structural geometries.

(iii) The complex dependency of γzzxx on l suggests that for Λ-
and X-shaped chromophores, moderate to large l leads to
large, positive γzzxx. For octupolar molecules, lmust simply
be maximized. In both cases, it is clear that enhanced CT
character in the ground state must be targeted (discussed
in Sections 4.2 and 4.4) by lowering the CT state energy or
raising the energy of the VB state.

(iv) The inverse dependence on T and t suggests that bridging
motifs (Figure 6) which disrupt conjugation will lead to
enhanced NLO performance, though care must be taken
to maintain the optimal CT character.

In general, many of the same conceptual avenues used for
conventional NLO chromophores should be productively
applicable to new chromophore geometries designed to achieve
enhanced M-E rectification.

5. SUMMARY

Magneto-electric magnetization and rectification processes at the
molecular level are relatively new nonlinear effects for which the
design principles are absent in the scientific literature. Here we
have demonstrated a relationship between the all-electric
susceptibility elements χxxxx

(3) and χzzxx
(3) , and the two lowest-order

magneto-electric processes, magnetization and rectification
respectively, and have exploited it to outline strategies for
enhancing these effects. For example, cyanines and typical 1-D
donor-π-acceptor chromophores are predicted to be good
candidates for M-E magnetization, given their very large values
of χxxxx

(3) . In fact, many of the current high performance third-order
NLO materials are likely to exhibit strong induced M-E
magnetization.
In the case of M-E rectification, the guidelines for optimal

material synthesis are less specific. There has been little
investigation to date of anisotropic hyperpolarizability elements
such as γzzxx, so it is difficult to identify chromophores suitable for
M-E rectification. Our analysis of γzzxx in VB-CT models has
nevertheless identified rational design criteria for three common
structure types, which are by no means exhaustive. From this
result, it is clear that a significant CT contribution to the ground
state is necessary, as are large static dipole moments. Extending
conjugation, increasing D/A strength, and disrupting conjuga-
tion are all promising tools for tuning the CT contribution in the
context ofΛ-shaped, X-shaped, and octupolar molecules. On the
other hand, these design rules are far from complete. Excited
state charge transfer dynamics have not been addressed in this
analysis, although they are likely to be an important component
of M-E response. From an experimental standpoint, the finding
that large static dipole moments may increase the value of χzzxx

(3)

could prove to be problematic for the interpretation of scattering
experiments, as internal moments facilitate molecular alignment
by applied electric fields thereby altering the depolarization ratio
which may otherwise be determined by magneto-electric
processes. Nevertheless, the present work should serve as the
first step toward the rational design of M-E materials exhibiting
enhanced nonlinearity that can be tailored to meet specific
magneto-electric applications.
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Figure 7. Octupolar chromophore γzzxxdependence on l, t, T. All values
of l, t, T are expressed in eV and γzzxx is in arbitrary units. (A)
Dependence of γzzxx on t and T for l = 0.01 (orange), 0.1 (green), 0.2
(red), and 0.3 (blue). Plots of l vs γzzxx in arbitrary units: (B) T = 0, t =
0.5 (circles), 1.0 (diamonds), 1.5 (triangles); (C) t = 0.5, T = 0.5, 1.0,
1.5; (D) T = 0.5, t = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5.
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